DISPLAY REFRIGERATION
Display refrigeration units are ideal for maintaining both food and drink at the optimum
storage temperature while still allowing easy access for members of the public. As specialists
in commercial refrigeration solutions, Ultra Refrigeration has one of the largest selections of
refrigerated displays available, including Serve Overs, Multidecks and Merchandisers all at highly
competitive prices.

Service & Support
Environmental Sustainability
Ultra Refrigeration has a nationwide
network of fully qualified refrigeration
engineers looking after all cabinets sold
with labour warranty. Giving you peace of
mind on any cabinet purchased.

Fully Qualified & Approved
All our engineers are fully qualified to
meet the latest requirements, all are fully
F-Gas trained.

Fast Solutions
Our engineers carry a range of spares
to enable them to repair your unit on
the first visit. If another part is required
we have a priority next day service for
delivering new parts.

Nationwide Service
Our network of engineers cover the
whole of UK mainland (England, Scotland,
Wales) including most offshore islands,
Northern Ireland and The Republic Of
Ireland.

Spare Parts Support
To make sure warranty repairs happen
as quickly as possible we carry a
comprehensive range of parts. Coupled
with our next day timed delivery service
we aim to repair quickly and efficiently.

When stock needs to be kept chilled, a commercial
display fridge ensures that it’s not only kept at the
perfect serving temperature – it also attractively
merchandises it to maximise sales. Whether it’s
being used in a hotel bar, sandwich shop, café or
convenience store, there’s always a great display
refrigerator option to best merchandise food or
drinks.
For bars, clubs or pubs, a commercial beer fridge helps to
keep your bottled beers, ciders and soft drinks chilled and
within easy reach. Countertop merchandisers and glass door
fridges are ideal for quick service or self-service environments,
efficiently keeping your products chilled and within eyeshot of
your customers. Serve over counters are designed to seamlessly
fit into coffee shops, butchers, delicatessens and sandwich
shops, keeping large quantities of food stylishly merchandised.
Multi deck displays are the amongst the largest of commercial
display fridges, designed to store “grab and go” products such
as bottled drinks, sandwiches and similar snacks.
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Chilled Display
We offer a wide range of refrigerated
display solutions. From standard glass
door chillers to a variety of back bar
coolers, multidecks, counter top and serve
over display units. We also offer a range of
product specific units for display of fresh
meat, fish, patisserie, cakes, chocolate and
fruit and veg.

Frozen Display
We have a varied range of frozen display
solutions suitable for supermarkets,
freezer centres and convenience stores.
From glass door and counter top freezers
to chest freezers and large jumbo freezers.
We also have a range of display chest
freezers suitable for multiplexing to create
a complete frozen display solutions, ideal
for all types of frozen food.

Ice Cream Display
We have the best range of ice cream
display units in stock in the UK ready for
delivery. A huge range of scooping units
from the tiny Framec 2 scoop ICE2V up
to the huge 24 scoop ISA Millennium. We
also offer glass door counter top freezers
and mobile freezers. We can cater for
all budgets and advise on the best units
for ice cream or gelato, static cooled or
ventilated. We have a wide knowledge and
vast experience.
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